
Make sure you arrive for the brief with the Landing Dist Calc and Low temp corrections 
completed as per the NTC. 

This is a PC with maximum use of automation so get the AP in as soon as you can. 

Profile A 

You start at the holding point 33L RKSI, TEMP -1C, so EAI is required as well as a run 
up to 50% N1 for 10 sec immediately prior to Takeoff. 
First Departure is a RTO at about 70kts. 
Reset for a BOPTA 1L departure with a V1 cut, stall, with high EGT so run the ECAM 
"damage" items. 
We then got Radar vectors for LVO CAT 3A ILS 33R. There was no need to temp 
compensate as we were under radar although we confirmed this. (Temp compensated 
MSA in that sector is 3630-3300 +10%) 
About 1000' we got a flashing LOC and scale so it's a MAP. Just remember that your 
ACC ALT is 1520 which will come up quickly.  
Hold at RONJI off the MAP then ICN is closed so you divert to RKSS for 14 R LOC APP. 
We were vectored at 3000' to DECOY and cleared for the Approach. You will have come 
to the sim having noted down the corrections for low temp that are required so use 
these to monitor the approach. 3000' is the temp compensated alt at DECOY and the 
approach commences from 8.4 DME. It's a 3.1 degree slope so I selected FPA 3.3 
about 0.4 before the descent point which worked out well and I was able to back it off to 
3.1 about 5 DME. MDA is 500 (420+50+30) and you get visual about 600' and land. 
Reset for an all Eng CAT 3B landing 33R at ICN and taxi off the runway in 100RVR so 
keep below 10kts and make sure you are happy with where you are. 

Profile B 

Depart RKSS on a NOPIK 1R from 14L. Eng stall just after V1 as per profile A. Eng out 
ACC is 2500' and you probably won't be able to make the SID altitudes for what it's 
worth. 
Expect vectors to DANAN for the ILS 15L RKSI. MAP at DA (remember to add 20' for 
the temp correction) and you will get vectors back for the LOC15L. Same as profile A 
using your temp corrections and you will need at least 3.3 FPA initially. 

That's the PC. 

Reset to FL370 about 120nm south of ICN for the smoke/fumes training exercise. You 
will probably finish up in Emer Elec Config after Smoke removal so descend as quickly 
as possible to 10000'. We didn't waste time turning off one Gen at a time but went 
straight to Emer elec Config AFTER smoke removal.


